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The definition of a constant causative Markov chain is extended to the continuous-time case. 
Such chains are nonhomogeneous and are found to have intensity matrices of the form Q( t )= 
tC + Q. Ergodicity is investigated resulting in an extension to continuous-time of a version of 
Lipstein's conjecture for constant causative chains. In the case where Q and C commute the 
irreducibility and ergodicity of the constant-causative chain can be directly related to that of two 
corresponding discrete-time, homogeneous chains, /~ = I + Q/q  and R = I + C/c. 
constant causative Markov chains * inhomogeneous Markov chains * ergodicity 
1. Introduction and definitions 
Let {X(n)}~=~ be a discrete-time Markov chain on a countable state space 5e with 
transition matrices P(n, m) (p~(n, m) = P{X(m)  =j lX(n)  = i}). For time 
homogeneous chains, P(n, n + 1) = P(0, 1) for all n, whereas for nonhomogeneous 
chains P(n, n + 1) vary with n. For a continuous-time Markov chain on a countable 
state space De with transition matrices P(s, t) (p~s(s, t) = P{X(t )  =jlX(s) = i}) ,  the 
chain is homogeneous if P(s, t) = P ( t - s )  and otherwise nonhomogeneous. Transi- 
tion matrices are stochastic (p~j(s, t) >1 O, ~ j~ pu(s, t) = 1 for i,j ~ 6P and t I> s/> 0) 
and satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation P(s, t)P(t, u) = P(s, u). From the 
transition matrices, the intensity matrix can be derived as 
Q(t) = lim 
h+k-+O+ h + k 
(h~=0or k~0) 
P( t -h ,  t+k) - I  
On the other hand under certain conditions one can define the Markov chain by 
its intensity matrices. We assume that the chain is conservative and has no instan- 
taneous states: 
-oo<q,~<0,  qij~>0 fo r i# j  and ~, qo(t)=O. (1) 
j~5 ~ 
We also assume that the Markov chain is regular, meaning that there is only one 
Markov processes for which {Q(t)} is the collection of intensity matrices. (Details 
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may be found in a number of sources, see, for example, Cinlar [1] or Reuter and 
Ledermann [13]). For a time-homogeneous chain Q(t) = Q for all t/> 0. It is generally 
quite difficult to work with homogeneous chains, but some specific cases have been 
investigated. In 1965, Lipstein [10] considered discrete-time, nonhomogeneous 
Markov chains where the change at each step is constant. He defined constant 
causative chains as follows. 
Definition 1. A discrete-time, nonhomogeneous Markov chain with transition matrix 
P(m, n) is a constant causative chain ifthere exists a matrix C for which P(n, n + 1) -- 
P(n - 1, n)C -- P(0, 1)C". C is called a causative matrix. 
Lipstein [11] used these chains to study consumer behavior. Franklin [2] also 
used this model to study the work patterns of the disabled. 
For homogeneous, continuous-time chains there are several papers which discuss 
ergodicity in terms of the intensity matrices. Isaacson and Arnold [6] relate strong 
ergodicity to mean visit times. Tweedie [16] gives conditions for ergodicity, exponen- 
tial ergodicity and strong ergodicity in terms of the existences of solutions to a set 
of inequalities involving the elements of the intensity matrix. Yong [17] introduces 
the matrix t3= I+Q/q  to discuss ergodicity. His technique is used by Scott [14] 
and Scott and Isaacson [15] to discuss a class of nonhomogeneous chains with 
proportional intensities, Q(t)= h(t)Q. Other results for nonhomogeneous chains 
include those of Griffeath [3]. He relates weak ergodicity to a fl-coefficient defined 
on the elements of Q(t). Johnson and Isaacson [8] show that in the homogeneous 
case weak ergodicity is equivalent o strong ergodicity. They also relate strong 
ergodicity of nonhomogeneous chains to the convergence of the intensity matrices 
and also to the convergerlce of the stationary distributions zr(t) where 7r(t)Q(t) = O. 
Since a constant change seems to be the easiest ype of nonhomogeneity o
consider, it is natural to extend Lipstein's definition of a constant causative chain 
to the continuous-time case. We make this extension and results on irreducibility 
and ergodicity are also given. Many of the techniques are similar to those of Yong 
and Scott. Proofs are given assuming an infinite state space, ~ -- {1, 2, 3,...}. Results 
hold for a finite state space as well, with similar proofs. 
Intuitively, a constant change implies that the intensity matrix Q(t) is linear in 
t. This is indeed the case, but we start with a more direct extension of Lipstein's 
definition. 
Definition 2. A continuous-time Markov chain is constant causative if there exists 
a matrix C(s, t) which satisfies the following properties: 
(i) 
(ii) 
as  
C(s, h + k) = C(s, h)C(s, k) whenever {s, h, k}c [0, oo} (2) 
For any s and t such that 0~ < s ~< t, the transition matrix P(s, t) can be written 
P(s , t )=P(s -h , t -h )C( t - s ,h )  whenever0<~h<~s. (3) 
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This definition coincides with the discrete-time definition of a constant causative 
chain if only integer-valued times are considered. In this case, C = C(1, 1), (2) and 
(3) give 
P(n, n+ 1)= P(n -1 ,  n)C(1, 1)= P(0, 1)C(1, n)= P(0, 1)(C(1, 1))". 
Note that homogeneous Markov chains are the special case of constant causative 
chains where C(s, t )= I, the identity matrix. 
In order to show that this definition implies that the intensity matrices are linear, 
the following elementary result on continuous functions is needed. The proof is 
omitted. 
Lemma 3. Let f be a continuous function from the nonnegative r als into the reals. I f  
for every x>-O and y>-O, f (x+y)=f (x )+f (y ) ,  then there exists an a such that 
f (x)  = ax. 
Theorem 4. Suppose X ( t ) is a constant causative Markov chain whose causative matrix 
C ( s, t) has elements with continuous first order partials. Then, the intensity matrices 
of X(  t) are given by Q( t)= tC + Q where C and Q are the intensity matrices of two 
continuous-time, homogeneous chains. 
Proof. Since for any t~O, P(t, t) =/ ,  (3) implies 
I=P( t , t )=P(O,O)C(O, t )=C(O, t )  foranyt~>0. 
By definition, the intensity matrix of X(t)  is given by 
P( t , t+h) - I  P(O,h)C(h,t)-P(O,O)C(O,t) 
Q(t) = lim = lim 
h-.O h h-,O h 
=lim [p(0,  h ) (C(h,t)-C(O,t))_t (P(O,h)-P(O,O)) 
h--~O L h h 
=C~(O,t)+Q(O) 
where 
c(0, t)] 
(4) 
C~(O, t)= O-- C(s, t) 
OS (o, t) 
Using (2) and (4), one sees that 
C1(0 , s÷ t) = l im 
h-,O h 
C(h, s+ t ) -  C(O, s+ t) 
= lim 
h~O 
C(h, s)C(h, t ) -C(O,  s)C(O, t) 
= lira ['/(C(h' S) 
h-,O L h 
h 
c(o,s)) 
C(h,t )+C(O,s)  
(C(h, t ) -C(O,  
=c,(o,s)+C,(O,t). 
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Therefore, applying Lemma 3 to the elements of C~(0, t) shows that C1(0, t) -- tC 
for some matrix C. Thus, Q(t) = tC + Q. 
Since Q(t) must satisfy (1), it is clear that C and Q both satisfy (1) and are 
therefore intensity matrices for two homogeneous chains. [] 
Note: When Q = 0, the constant causative chains fall into the class of Markov chains 
with proportional intensities, as studied by Scott and Isaacson [15]. 
Definition 5. A Markov chain is irreducible if for any i, j ~ 5¢ and s/> 0 there exist 
t l> s and t2>s such that pit(s, t l )>0 and pji(s, t2) > 0. 
Definition 6. A Markov chain is ergodic if there exists a collection {~rj}j~ such that 
r j />0 for everyj ~ 5¢, ~ j~ 7rj = 1 and for any i~ 6¢ and any s~>0, limt_,~pu(s, t) = 7r~ 
for every j~  6¢. Because of the stochastic nature of P(s, t) and 7r, this can be 
strengthened to the following. 
Theorem 7. A Markov chain with transition matrices P(s, t) is ergodic with limit 7r if 
and only if for any i ~ 6P and for any s >I O, 
lim ~ Ipu(s,t)- ol=O. 
t~oo  j~ ,~ 
Strong ergodicity is defined using the norm IIAII = sup ,~ {L~ laol} 
Definition 8. A Markov chain with transition matrix P(s, t) is strongly ergodic if 
there exists a row constant stochastic matrix L such that 
l im l lP (s , t ) -L l l=o  for every s~>0. 
t -~oo  
2. Long-run properties 
A. Ergodicity in the general case 
Lipstein [10] conjectured that if limn_,~ C n-- L, where L is a row constant 
stochastic matrix, then limn_,oo P(0, n )= L. Proofs of this in somewhat restrictive 
cases are given by Harary et al. [4] and by Le Maire and Mauffrey [9]. Pullman 
and Styan [12] and Huang et al. [5] both present stronger results which have 
Lipstein's conjecture as a consequence. The following theorem implies a continuous- 
time version of Lipstein's conjecture. 
Theorem 9. I f  there exists an x and an M such that II C (x, t)H <~ M for any t >t 0 and 
oo 
limt_,oo H C (x, t ) -  Ltl = 0 where L is a row constant stochastic matrix, ~o II P(s, s + t ) -  
LII dt converges for any s >! O. 
Proof. Since L is row constant, for any stochastic matrix P, 
PL= L (5) 
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By (2) for any s>-O,C(x ,s+t )=C(x ,s )C(x , t )=C(x , t )C(x ,s ) .  
bounded, 
lim C(x, s+ t) = C(x, s) lim C(x, t) = (lim C(x, t) )C(x, s). 
t --~ O0 t -~  O0 t -~  ~ 
Thus, since L is a row constant stochastic matrix 
L = C(x, s)L = LC(x, s) = L 2 
For any s 1> 0, consider 
fo ~llP(s, s + t ) -  Lll dt 
for any s 1> 0. 
: I l P (s , s+t ) -L l ld t+ I l P (s , s+t ) -LHdt  
Io Ix <~ 2dt+ I lP (s , s+t -x )P (s+t -x ,s+t ) -L l ld t  
f; =2x+ I I P (s , s+t -x )P (O,x )C(x ,s+t -x ) -g l ld t  
which by (5) is 
=2x+fx  ~ 
io <~2x+ I l e (x ,s+t ) -L l ld t .  
Since lim,_~oo lie(x, t) -L I]  =0, there exists 
Therefore, the above is 
=2x+ 
k=0 
=2x+ 
k=O 
which by (6) is 
<~2x+ 
k=0 
II P(x, s + t -  x)P(O, x)( C(x, s + t -  x ) -  L)II dt 
a T such that 
for lle(x, kT+ u÷ s)-  LII du 
for tle(x, kT)C(x, u+ s)- LII du 
Io r II e (x ,  kT)- L[I l ie(x, u + s ) -  LII du 
Since C is 
(6) 
l iE(x, T ) -  tl l  = ~ < 1. 
<~2x+ Y~ liCE(x, T))k-LII 
k=O 
oo 
<~2x+ Y. 
k=O 
o0 
<~2x+ Z 
k=O 
Since a < 1, So liP(s, 
II C(x, u + s)ll + Iltll du 
II(e(x, r)-L)kll (M+I)  du 
t~k(M+ 1)T. 
s + t) - LII dt converges. [] 
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B. The commutative case 
Theorem 4 introduced matrices C and Q associated with the constant causative 
chain. In the case where C and Q commute and are bounded, constant causative 
chains simplify considerably. The remainder of this paper will assume that Q(t) = 
tC + Q, CQ = QC and the elements of Q and C are bounded by q and c respectively. 
It can be shown (see Johnson [7]) that C(s, t)= exp{stC} and 
P(s, t )=exp{( t - s )Q+½(t2 -s2)C} .  (7) 
Remark. It remains unknown to the author whether or not there are constant 
causative chains for which Q and C do not commute. 
Example 10. Let 
C= 0 0 and Q= -4  . 
1 0 - 1 - 
P(s, t )=exp{( t - s )Q} exp{-½(t2-s2)C} is 
F 4 + e -s(t-s) + 5 e -5(t -s) - ( tz-s2)  (~)/ 4-4  e-S('-') 
- e -5 ( t - s )  - -  5 e -s(t-s)-(t2-s2) 
2 - 2 e -s(t-~) 
2+8 e -s(t-s) 
2 -2  e -5~'-~) 
4+ e - s ( t - s )  - 5 e - s ( t - s ) - ( t2 -s2)"  
4 -4  e - s ( ' -~)  
4+ e -s ( t - s )  Jr 5 e - s ( t - s ) - ( t2 -sz )  
It is interesting to notice that this example shows that a converse to Theorem 9 
does not hold. 21i] 5 s ~ L= 2 1 
5 5 , 
2 1 
5 5 
0(3 0(3 
then So liP(s, s + t ) -  LII dt ~ So § e -5 '÷ e-S'-2~'-'2 dt < oo for any s t> 0. On the other 
hand, 
1 0 1 
lim C(s, t)= 2 0 . 
t--~ oo  
0 1 
The remainder of the work in this paper will study the irreducibility and ergodicity 
of the commutative case of constant causative chains using two discrete-time, 
homogeneous Markov chains of the type used by Yong [17] and Scott [14]. Define 
fi = I + Q~ q where sup,~s~ {Iq,,[} < q < oo and /~ = I + C /c  where sup,~s~ {Ic.I} < c < 
oo./5 and/~ are stochastic and are transition matrices of discrete-time, homogeneous 
chains, X(k)  and IT"(k), respectively. Since CQ = QC,/5/~ =/~/3. 
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Note that since sup i~ {Iq.I} < q implies that/~, = 1 + (q,/q) > 0 for each i ~ 5e,/3 
is aperiodic. Since periodicity is never present in continuous-time chains, it is logical 
to compare the continuous-time chain to aperiodic, discrete-time chains in order to 
study ergodic behavior. 
The transition matrix for the constant causative chain, X(t),  can be written in 
terms of/3 and/~. Since Q = q(/3 - I) and C = c(/~ - I), (7) gives 
P(s, t )=exp{-q(t -s) -½c(t2-s2)} exp{q(t-s)/3} exp{½c(t2-s2)R}. (8) 
Using the notation/~u(n) to indicate the ijth element of/3-, (8) can be written in 
terms of elements as 
pij(s, t) = exp{-q( t -  s ) - l c ( t  2 -  s2)} 
x ~ (~ q"(t-s)" ) (~  c"(t22s2 )" ) 
k~ .---o n' .~,k(n) ~ ~kj(n) , (9) 
• r /=  0 
or  
pij(s, t) =exp{-q( t -  s)-½c( t2- s2)} 
x ~ ~ (q(t--s))k(½c(t2--S2))"-k(/3kR"-k)i ~. 
n =0 k=O 
(10) 
Using (10) the following results on irreducibility are straightforward. The proofs 
are omitted. See Johnson [7] for details. 
Theorem 11. X( t) is irreducible if and only if/3R is the transition matrix of an 
irreducible discrete-time, homogeneous Markov chain. 
It is often not practical to find /3/~. However, the following corollary, when 
applicable, gives conditions which are easier to verify. 
Corollary 12. X ( t ) is irreducible if either ,~ ( k ) or ]" ( k ) is irreducible. 
The following example shows that the converse is not true. 
Example 13. Let 
-1 
0 Q= 
0 
1 
001] 
-1 1 0 
1 -1  0 
0 0 -1  
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and 
i 1 
1 
C= 0 
0 
1 
-1  
0 
0 
01] 0 0 ; 
-1  
1 - 
then P(s, t) is 
"(1 + e-2(,-~)) 
• (1 +e - "~-~) )  
(1 + e-2(,-~)) 
• (1 -e  -¢' : -*:))  
(1 -e  -2('-~)) 
• (1 -e  -( '2- '~))  
(1 --e -2(t-s)) 
• (1 + e-(,2-s2)) 
(1 +e -2('-s)) 
• (1 -e  - ( '~-~) )  
( 1 + e -2('-s)) 
• (1 + e-( ,~-*a))  
(1 --e -2('-s)) 
• (1 + e-( ,=- ,=))  
(1 -e  -2('-')) 
• (1 -e  - ( ' : -s : ) )  
(1 -e  -2('-~)) 
• ( 1 - e -('2-~2)) 
(1 -e  -2"-s)) 
• (1 +e -('2-s:)) 
( 1 + e -2('-~)) 
• (1 + e-( ,2-~:) )  
(1 + e-2(,-*)) 
• (1 -e  -~'2-s~)) 
(1 __ e -2 ( t - s ) )  
• (1 + e-(,2-s2)) 
(1 -e  -2('-s)) 
• (1 -e  -( '~-s~)) 
(1 + e -2('-~)) 
• (1 -e  -( ' -~-~)) 
( 1 + e -2('-~)) 
• (1 +e -('-'-*'%) 
It is clear that for s < t <co each element of P(s, t) is positive and hence X(t)  is 
irreducible• On the other hand, letting c =q = 2 gives (!00!] 
4- Q ~ 1 1 and 
/5=!  , q=~ 1 1 
0 0 
C 1 
C 
[i 101  i] 
0 1 
0 1 
Neither 3~(k) nor Y(k) is irreducible• 
Hence, since neither )~(k) nor lT(k) is irreducible, Corollary 12 is not applicable• 
However, by noting that 
O<(PR),j ~< E (/5k/~2~-k),j = (/53+ R),j" 2=, 
k=O 
one can prove the following• 
Coro l la ry  14. X ( t) is irreducible if and only if ½(/5+ R) is the transition matrix of an 
irreducible, homogeneous, discrete-time Markov chain• 
An important reason for introducing the discrete-time chains ) ( (k)  and IT"(k) is 
that in many cases the ergodicity of the constant causative chain can be directly 
related to the ergodicity of these discrete-time chains• In the cases where either 
discrete-time chain is ergodic, the constant causative chain will also be ergodic and 
its long run distribution will be the same as that of the ergodic discrete-time chain• 
An obvious question arises if both discrete-time chains are ergodic since it is not 
clear which of the two corresponding long-run distributions would be assumed by 
the continuous-time chain• Fortunately, since /3 and /~ commute, the following 
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lemma shows that ,~ (k) and ~'(k) must have the same long run distribution whenever 
they are both ergodic. 
Lemma 15. Suppose P is the transition matrix of an ergodic, discrete-time, homogeneous 
Markov chain with stationary distribution 7r. I f  R is the transition matrix of another 
discrete-time, homogeneous Markov chain, not necessarily ergodic, and R commutes 
with P, then ~rR = 7r. 
Proof. By definition ,r is the unique probability distribution for which ~rP = 7r, but 
7rR = (rrP)R = ~'(PR) = 7r(RP) = (,rR)P. Since 7r and R are both stochastic, 7rR is 
stochastic and thus a probability distribution. Thus, ~rR = 7r. [] 
Because the stationary distributions of X(k) and IT'(k) coincide when they are 
both ergodic, it is reasonable to relate the ergodicity of these discrete-time chains 
to that of the constant causative chain. This is done in the following theorem. 
Theorem 16. Suppose either f f (k )  or ~"(k) is ergodic with limit distribution I7", then 
X ( t ) is ergodic with the same limit distribution. 
Proof. Suppose .~(k) is ergodic (if IT"(k) 
Lim,~o~pij(n)=~ 5 for i6,9 °. First consider 
exp{-q( t - s ) -½c( t=-s=)}  k~se ( ~ 
r l=O 
.=ok "2 / 7., ;~'{n) 
= exp{-q( t -  s)-½c(t  =-  s2)} 
is ergodic, the proof is similar). 
( t -  s)"q" 
n! 
(£,,(n)- ~',,)) 
- s2 )  - c_- 
k~9O n "B'k "~. " 
Since /~" commutes with /3, Lemma 15 gives 2k~S~ rkFkj(n)= ~rj. Therefore, using 
(9), the above is 
=po(s, t ) -exp{-q( t - s ) -½c( t2 -s2)}~r j  exp{q(t -s )+½c(t2-s2)} 
= po( s, t ) - Trj. (11) 
Choose e > 0. Since J~(k) is ergodic, Theorem 7 implies that there exists an N 
such that for n >i N, 
E 
Z I~o(n) ~jl 2 
j~Se 
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Therefore, from (11) 
[po(s, t)-  ~0l 
<~ exp{-q( t -  s)-½c(t  z -  s2)} 
{ o0 ( t -s)"q"  
×Y E 
k=l \ n=o n! 
<~ exp{- q( t -  s)-½c( t 2 -  s2)} 
n=o 
× y. ( t - s ) "q  i~ik(n)_~rk - -"  1 
k=l  n=O n!  n o n !  
<~ exp{-q( t -  s)-½e(t 2 -  s2)} exp{½c(t 2 -  s2)} 
2 
.=N n! l~ ' ( t - s ) "q"  2+ X L.=O n! 
N-1  oo 
<~2 ~, exp{-q( t - s )}  ( t - s ) "q"+exp{-q( t - s )}  E (t -s)"q".e_.  
n=0 n ! • • n=0 n V 2 
Since for fixed n, l im,_ ,~exp{-q( t -s )}( ( t -s ) "q" ) /n!=O,  one can find a T such 
that for t1>Tandn=l ,2 , . . . ,N -1 ,  
(t -s)"q" e 
exp{-q( t - s )}  < 
n! 4N 
Thus, for t >I T, 
N- -1  E E 
Ipo(s,t)-¢O[ <~2 E - -+-=e.  
,,=o 4N 2 
[] 
Example 13 shows that the converse of this theorem is not true. 
Strong ergodicity of the constant causative chain can also be related to that of 
the corresponding discrete-time chains. The proof is similar to the above proof and 
is omitted. 
Theorem 17. I f  either f f  ( k ) or ~'( k ) is strongly ergodic with limit distribution 7r, then 
X ( t) is strongly ergodic with the same limit distribution. 
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